TREVOR HUGHES’S MANAGER’S REPORT
We were drawn at home to Nacional de Londres from the very strong Sportsmans League from South London in the London Cup and they appeared to be well organised as they
arrived on time with a strong looking squad. On the other hand we had several players arriving late including our captain, Stuart Dorward, and our goalkeeper, Simon Jackson,
injured his shoulder whilst warming up. Fortunately, the delay caused waiting for substitute keeper, Darryl Johnson, to get ready allowed Stuart to make the kick off and
then we took the lead after just one minute when Conor McGovern ran onto Danny Smith’s through ball to slide the ball past the keeper. Despite the early goal Nacional

clearly had some excellent players and started at a fast pace. However, we could have doubled the lead after 12 minutes when Tony King appeared to be fouled in the area
and the keeper made a great save from Conor’s shot as the referee played on. Just a minute later Nacional equalised from a loose ball after Darryl’s attempted punch failed
to clear his area. Stuart Dorward missed a good chance to put us back in the lead before we fell behind when a long shot bobbled in front of Darryl and he fumbled it into the
path of the forward for a tap in. It was now our turn to equalise after another excellent finish by Conor from Stuart’s pass. We were unlucky to go behind again with a
deflected shot from the edge of the area in the 35 th minute and bad misses by Terry Brown and Stuart meant that we trailed 3-2 at half time. Early in the second half we had
another penalty appeal turned down when Stuart appeared to be tripped from behind and then Stuart had to be substituted as he had to leave. Fortunately, we had a strong
bench and Daniel Daley was an ideal replacement. In fact, he was only denied from scoring with his first touch by a fine save and his pace was to trouble their back four for
the rest of the game. We got a deserved equaliser in the 61 st minute as Conor completed his hat trick following a superb block by Tony King and an excellent long pass from
Danny Smith. We looked the more likely side to win it at this stage but the game went into extra time. It was our turn for some good luck as Conor’s through ball was air
kicked by the keeper leaving Daley with an open goal once he realised that the keeper had missed the ball. The McGovern – Daley partnership combined again three minutes
later with a brilliant turn and finish by Daley appearing to seal the win. All credit to our opponents as they did not give up and kept attacking. Steve Cokell produced a
superb clearance off the line before Nacional pulled a goal back with our defence appealing for offside. The clock was ticking away but with four minutes left Nacional made
it 5-5 after more pressure. Penalties were looming but man of the match Conor McGovern then produced a great header from Rob Brown’s cross for a remarkable 6-5 win.

